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Zoo Explorer
Discover somethingnew today!

Check which zone you are in

by looking at the map and try

and do the challenges in this

area. When you‘ve found the

animal, tick it off and write its

name if you can.

Collect all the answers in this animal treasure
hunt! Get ready to see, hear and smell things

that you have never experienced before…

Good luck and happy exploring! 1

You can tick
the boxes in
any order and
don’t forget
there may be
more than one

correct answer.

For each area there will be a 

question to think about and discuss

Zone 3

Time will fly in the Butterfly Paradise
How do caterpillars changeinto butterflies?

Become an explorer in the Blackburn Pavilion
Why has a toucangot such anamazing beak?
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Find a bird that walks on stilts 

Find the smallest bird

Find a see-through butterfly 

Find a fat caterpillar

Find a butterfly as big as your hand

Why are there so

many different

types of insect?

Find an insect that can carry 
a heavy load 

Find a deadly animal

Find an animal in disguise

Brave the beasts in B.U.G.S!



How do fish breathe underwater?

Go underwater 
in the Aquarium
Find a fish that’s bigger than your head 

Find a fish that sticks to glass

Which fish has teeth big enough to see?

Get wrapped up in the Reptile and

Amphibian house

Find the biggest snake

Find the smallest frog. Draw it!

Find an animal that’s hard to find!

Why is it hard to find?

Be a bird-watcher in theAfrican Bird Safari

Take a trip to the tropics in the Clore Rainforest Lookout
Find a monkey with a moustache

Find a golden-coloured monkey

Which is the noisiest animal in here?

Why do
meerkats live in
groups?
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Zone 1 Zone 2

How do frogs
stick on to walls
without falling

off?

Why do 

birds have

feathers?

Go on safari
and travel
Into
Africa

Why do
giraffes have

such long
tongues?

How would
you survive in

the rainforest?

Dig up the answers at the 
Meerkat enclosure

Can you see a meerkat…

D i g g i n g?  ❑ E a t i n g?  ❑

St a n d i n g  g u a rd ?  ❑

P l ay i n g?  ❑ C a l l i n g?  ❑

Find a bird with an unusual beak

Find two birds that can paddle

Find the most colourful bird

Which animal looks like a cross between a
giraffe and a zebra?

Which animals could eat you?

Which animal do you think is the ugliest
and which the most beautiful?

Which animal is the smelliest? Can you
describe this smell?


